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Abstract 
This study deals with image-concepts and the role played by them in a philosophic theory, in a Bachelard application on the 
Romanian philosopher Lucian Blaga’s system of thinking. In this article, tis system is treated as a philosophy of imaginary with 
the help of some essential elements which the author names image-concepts. These are an intermediation between metaphysics 
and the philosophy of imaginary: the concepts describe the metaphysical status of Blaga’s philosophy, while the images 
introduce us to the essence of Gaston Bachelard’s way of thinking. But the image-concepts are more than concepts and images 
taken separately. They can be responsible for an ontology of the imaginary that revives the research on one of the most important 
Romanian philosophers. I have used during this study three image-concepts of such kind: Folk Soul, Sofiane, and Great 
Anonymous. These represent the sense of the culture in Lucian Blaga’s way of thinking. This thinker founded a morphology of 
culture where we can find metaphysics, culture of philosophy, poetics and philosophy of science. Nowadays such a meeting 
creates an echo which must be highlighted because it expresses the Romanian spirituality at a certain moment. To approach 
Blaga to a philosophy of imaginary is, apparently, a bold undertaking. In reality, this approach represents a new interpretative 
openness in which Romania’s cultural past can be recovered. In my opinion, Bachelard‘s application has this very purpose: to 
reveal that there is a real approach between Lucian Blaga and Gaston Bachelard beyond the prominent differences. The approach 
between Lucian Blaga and Gaston Bachelard has been analyzed by me form the point of view of space which founds culture, that 
makes a national culture transgress its own borders through perennial values. 
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1. Introduction 
Image-concepts play the elementary role for the grammar of a culture which we can follow to its unifying point of 
the artistic consciousness, philosophic consciousness and mathematical spirit; this point having been the mystery. 
Such image-concepts are: atomos in Democrit, particle in Newton, white light in Goethe, wave in physics, to which 
Blaga adds: folk soul, sofiane, Great Anonimous etc. Image-concepts contribute to the growing of the grade of 
intuitiveness of science and to the creation of a universal language as equilibrium between abstraction and concrete. 
The theory of image-concepts in Blaga may be abstracted from a series of works such as: Dogmatic Eon, The 
Experiment and the Mathematical Spirit, Culture and Knowledge, Science and Creation. Such a theory, as a 
morphology of culture, unifies transfigured antinomy (metaphysics) with mythical thinking (philosophy of culture), 
expressive-conceptual language (poetics) and stylistic field (philosophy of science). 
A psychoanalytical interpretation in a bachelardian acceptance can be applied to the image-concepts used by 
Blaga in order to build a unifying theory (I make references to Poetic of Reverie, Poetic of Space, and 
Psychoanalysis of Fire). The viability of such a unifying theory comes from its anti-utilitarianism and its 
involvement in the dilution of the crisis of the final falling into civilisation, an overcoming of economic 
utilitarianism and of a living narcissistic model in which man tends to become a simple “consumer of present”. Such 
a theory, well founded and well assimilated, can represent by itself a cultural chance for the man of future. 
We wonder what Lucian Blaga means to us and to the rest of humanity nowadays, as the world becomes more 
and more cosmopolitan, more unifying and equalising, a world in which we tend to become more and more a 
statistic element as Constantin Noica stated. It may be believed that Blaga has less space in the folk soul space which 
he described from a cultural point of view, with the instruments of originating philosophy. 
The image-concepts proposed by Lucian Blaga represen the elements of a new unifying theory which is capable – 
it seems – of taking us out of the nothingness of the history. From this perspective, they have the advantage of a 
possible interpretation through the lenses of the imaginary. Thus, a psychoanalytical interpretation in a Bachelard 
acceptance can be applied on Blaga’s theory. Although, there is a question concerning the relation between concept 
and image: are there antagonisms of nature between concept and image? According to Théodule Ribot, such 
antagonisms are obvious in the place where concepts become more and more abstract, they separate themselves from 
images (Ribot, p. 130). Still, this separation is not a reciprocal exclusion but only a tension between the two mental 
habitudes, similar to the one between the whole and its parts. In case the of image-concepts, the relationship between 
concepts and images must be watched in a much wider register than the psychological one, namely a cultural register 
as an outcome that we can abstract from history. This allows the development of a theory of image-concepts. 
2. Folk Soul Space 
In such a way, through image-concepts Lucian Blaga created a poetic of space („spațiul mioritic”). Folk Soul 
space is an essential element for the process of knowing the world because it is in fact the world as an essential link 
between culture and feeling. In the footsteps of Spengler and Frobenius concerning the link between a certain culture 
and a certain feeling of space, link that can be considered as an axis of the morphology of culture, Blaga considers 
that such a theory can meet difficulties of interpretation. He appreciates that the factor interpreted by the morphology 
of culture or the history of arts as sentimental to space, it is not only a conscious feeling. To understand it, we must 
step from the level of the morphology of culture to the level of abyssal noology. The spatial feeling – taking into 
account a certain landscape – is transformed at Blaga into “spatial horizon” of unconsciousness, the only opportunity 
to touch authenticity. The spatial horizon of unconsciousness maintains its own identity:  
“Placed under the most capricious quotas, consciousness is willing to betray the landscape any moment. Unconsciousness doesn’t betray. Spatial 
horizon of unconsciousness is, therefore, a deeper and more effective psycho-spiritual reality than a simple feeling could ever be” (Blaga, 1988, 
p. 14).  
Spatial horizon of the unconsciousness is a “space-matrix” able to reveal why cultures with different spatial 
horizons can coexist within one and the same landscape. Blaga says:  
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“Let us name this space a matrix – highly and indefinitely waved –, and endowed with specific accents of a certain feeling of the destiny: folk 
soul space” (Blaga, 1988, p. 17).  
We notice in this quote that the folk soul space is the supremacy beyond the individual and community structure 
and which unconsciousness and destiny gather in, as they are found in the song of a Doina. Space-matrix has the role 
of a civilising hero in relation to landscape which is peripheral. The theory matrix-space explains the cultural 
existence of the variety of the world: each nation distinguishes by a certain unconscious spatial horizon. In the case 
of the Romanians, the homeland that says all about the unconscious spatial horizon is the leap, the waved effect of it, 
an element detectable everywhere on the territory inhabited by Romanians. 
3. Sofiane 
For Lucian Blaga, the sofiane perspective represents what the Greek term Sophia has become for the Christian 
world. This is the most important stylistic determinative of the orthodoxy (Blaga, 1988: 73). Before imposing a 
personal point of view, Blaga appreciates that an important theological appreciation of Sophia was given by 
Florenski for whom Sophia was a middle reality, placed between God and world. Sophia plays the role of a bridge, 
not being confused with the Holy Trinity, still considered a fourth dimension. Blaga also mentions that in Florenski’s 
analysis the meanings of Sophia are multiple: it is love for divinity in spite of other potential creatures assumable to 
become actually existent; it is divine wisdom manifested in the world; it is potential world of what can be created. 
Bulgakov had a remarkable preoccupation for Sophia: for him, it is a spirit of the world, playing the role of a Ianus 
Bifrons, having one side towards divinity, therefore manifesting the image of divinity itself, and the other side 
towards the world, where it plays the role of “the non-spatial theme of space” (Blaga, 1988:78). Generation of a 
topos by Sophia coincides with the place where Ideas are located, which is an obvious influence from Neo-
Platonism. 
Going beyond a strict theological understanding, Lucian Blaga states:  
“We appreciate the conception about Sophia as simply being a metaphysical theory that illustrates on an intellectual level a certain spiritual style, 
and we study it only as an apparition, as a phenomenon in the frame of the orthodox culture” (Blaga, 1988:82).  
Sophia, being Sofiane in its spatial-temporal action, represents the determinative of orthodoxy which gives the 
model for the church architecture and fives rise to thinking:  
“Sofiane is in its essence this diffuse but fundamental feeling of the orthodox people, that the transcendent lowers, revealing from its own 
initiative, and that people and space of this temporary world can become a vessel of this transcendence” (Blaga, 1988:83).  
If Sophia represents the divine wisdom which descends in the world, Sofiane is the feeling of correspondence that 
people have in relation to the transcendence, being able to become any creation and to plays the role of gathering 
people and transcendence together:  
“Sofiane is for us any creation or imaginary or real existence that confesses about a torrent of transcendent transfiguration, starting from top to 
toe. So, Sofiane could be a work of art, a speculative idea, a religious experience, an image about nature, a conception about a social organism, 
the behaviour of people in the every day life etc. All these facts are Sofiane to the extent that they reveal transcendence descended into a 
welcoming receptacle.” (Blaga, 1988:101). 
Through the analysis of Sophia and Sofiane, in their orthodox perspective, delineating the Aristotelian-Platonic 
meanings, Lucian Blaga sets in fact image-concepts, fundamental in order to set a living space. This determination is 
a poetic one, enrolling in a logic of image and in a consciousness which determines a poetic space. What can unify 
Blaga and Bachelard is, I believe, the way they determine “poetic living” because poetic space is a place of cosmic 
solidarity between the nature of the people and nature itself. People acquire a “consciousness of wonder” 
(conscience ďémervéillement) (Bachelard, 2005b: 7) which becomes distinctly deep in all its significance when we 
face the popular mythology. In Blaga’s opinion, our popular myths are Sofiane and describe a purified space through 
the transfer of divine purity into the world (such myths are: transparent land, cristoforic wheat, free sky, wind’s job 
etc). 
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4. The Great Anonymous 
The Great Anonymous represents the central concept in the philosophic system of Lucian Blaga. It is a centre of 
world without being the world as it is something else that can not be repeated. The Great Anonymous is 
characterized by an absolute egocentrism which imposes limits to any different existence. The reason of these 
limitations is determined by two essential situations: a) keeping an absolutely anonymous centralism; b) maintaining 
the cosmic equilibrium through imposing an absolute hierarchy and an absolute differentiation between the 
metaphysic centre and the world. Blaga says:  
“The Great Anonymous is a ‘whole’ of a maximum substantial and structural complexity, an existence totally autarchic, that is, self-sufficient. 
Having the necessary consciousness to propose a metaphysical myth, we assign The Great Anonymous the possibility to ‘reproduce’ itself ad 
infinitum, with an identical face, thus, without exhausting itself and without assimilating substances from outside” (Blaga, 1994:67). 
We can notice that Lucian Blaga sets the fundamental thesis regarding the Great Anonymous which he would 
frequently discuss: “the possibility of ‘reproduction’ ad infinitum identically, this happening without exhausting 
itself and without assimilating substances from the outside”. This thesis reminds us of the theory of monad both in 
the antique Chinese thinking and in later Leibniz. But we cannot confuse this metaphysical idea of Blaga with 
monad, just as we cannot overlap it with God; Blaga wanted it to be something else. While there is infinity of totally 
different monads, the Great Anonymous is the One, without any possibility of dissimulation. The absolute 
egocentrism also prevents it to be assimilated with God. 
An image that we can represent regarding the Great Anonymous is determined by the concept of plenitude as a 
possibility of generating an endless number of identical existences, a process that could have been produced before 
any other creation (1997: 202-238). We should wonder, in case of Blaga, what is the way of collaboration between 
possibility and reality in case of the Great Anonymous. There is a difference, often underlined, between two 
hypotheses. It is obvious that the possibility is much more agreed and it could represent a first rank plenitude, 
because it would be the continuous repetition of the whole. The reality of the Great Anonymous remains that of an 
intangible metaphysical self-censored centre and a continuous censor for the world. The possibility is the capacity of 
creation of autarchic systems in an endless way, that is, “divine whole”, repeated (the repetition can go to infinite). 
Once realized, as a transition from potency to act, it would mean infinity of egocentric systems and an endless Theo-
anarchy. The Great Anonymous mutilates its own reproductive opportunities in order to prevent Theo-anarchy and 
in order to end its egocentrism. We don’t need to overlap this egocentrism with the evil because it belongs to the 
world not to divinity. 
Lucian Blaga put under discussion the problem of creation in the case of the Great Anonymous in a different way 
as others philosophers have treated the problem of divinity. The Great Anonymous is not animated by the will of 
creation, as is, for example, God, but its will is reduced to eliminatory operations and to removing opportunities 
which could transcend to act (the extreme extinction of a possible theogonic process). The will of the Great 
Anonymous is analogical neither with the will of divinity nor with the will of people; it is an unnatural faculty 
compared to creation. As an existence:  
“The Great Anonymous is the existence under one danger, the danger of his own nature generating identities, but the Great Anonymous also is 
the only existence which save everything though its relentless will…” (Blaga, 1994:72).  
This is the only way to remain One and indefinite. The thinking on its own reproductive possibilities would also 
be extremely dangerous because it brings under discussion the possibility of becoming act. This is the reason for 
which the Great Anonymous refuses to think about his own reproductive possibilities, he abstains from global 
thinking of his totality:  
“The Great Anonymous is thinking in fact being limited at maximum, but absolutely adequately, while people are thinking much more in a 
totalitarian way, but inadequate (censored)” (Blaga, 1994: 78). 
The problem of creation is expressed through generative techniques of the Great Anonymous. He creates the 
world through limitation and unravelling divine being. Through falsification, extended to a cosmogonic level the 
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world is conceived as a “distance of the divinity generating of its own creative possibilities” (Botez, 1996:60). So, 
world is a negation, but a necessary negation in order to highlight the importance of the metaphysical centre. This 
continuous limitation has as an expression the divine differentials:  
“A divine differential is the equivalent of an infinitesimal fragment from the substantial and structural Whole, completely autarchic, trans-spatial, 
of the Great Anonymous” (Blaga, 1994: 93).  
Speaking about the divine differentials, Blaga says that it is impossible to imagine them, and the conceptual 
thinking of them present a huge difficulty. Symbolically speaking, the differentials are “points” “of a virtual 
structure absolutely simple” (Blaga, 1994: 94). 
Lucian Blaga and Gaston Bachelard are preoccupied with the problem of space and so the image-concepts have 
their roles of essential highlights to describe space. In the case of Blaga we have taken into consideration, three 
essential image-concepts: folk soul, Sofiane and the Great Anonymous. Folk soul is a space in itself which creates 
and joins on its way some certain culture. Sofiane gives the Christian sense to the men of this culture, being a space 
of a living of certain kind. As for the Great Anonymous, he is the last mark whose qualities make him unique in an 
absolute way. This uniqueness is given at the same time also by the fact that “the negative is converted in positive 
and enclosing of man in his source of creation” (Noica, 1987: 23). The Great Anonymous leaves behind many 
questions, no matter how clear the metaphysical construction of the concept may be. 
The three image-concepts describe a metaphysical space, which can be compared to a topos of being. A certain 
topos of being was given to us by Aristotle by his ten categories which do not explain what the being is, but how its 
spectre looks like. Neither the image-concepts taken into account say what the being is, so they leave behind all the 
mystery which cannot be cancelled by the scientific knowledge. 
On a different level than Blaga and, apparently, with different means, Gaston Bachelard is preoccupied by a 
poetic space where the image-concepts address to sensibility. The space envisioned by Bachelard is imaginary even 
if it is apparently built from the material elements of the world; it is produced by poetry fascination because only 
poetry has the capacity of building it. The French thinker, even if he used to be a rigorous epistemologist, believed in 
the liberty of creation of which poetry is the most suitable example. The poetic spaces is expressed with the help of 
material consistency marks; an example is that of home with everything related to it, like the nest and shell, the 
details such as corners, nooks and so on. The crossing beyond the material consistency opens the widest gates for 
imagination, for dreaming, for reverie. This opening allows the possibility for everything. It is a possibility even for 
metaphysics:  
“When the metaphysicians are speaking concisely, they can reach the immediate truth, a truth which can be worn out through evidence. We can 
then compare the metaphysicians with the poets, associate them with the poets who, in a stanza, reveal a truth of the intimate people.” (Bachelard, 
2005b: 259). 
Even if Bachelard uses material elements to describe the poetic space, these elements transcend the register of 
material. This transcendence from material to immaterial represents a dynamic where the relations are changing 
continuously, either by poetry, arts, or dreaming and everything that man can imagine. For example, a material 
element which determines the space of living is home. Bachelard takes into account a phenomenology of home, best 
illustrated in literature. He does not consider it an object against which judgements are made or against which we 
react though reverie:  
“On the contrary, we have to overcome the problems of description – even if this description is objective or subjective […] – in order to touch the 
primary virtues, those where an adhesion is revealed, in a way for the primary function of living” (Bachelard, 2005b: 36).  
The transformation of the house from a material element into an image-concept can be based on the following 
principle stated by Bachelard: “any living space bears the very essence of the notion of home” (Bachelard, 2005b: 
37). An essential role in this determination has the imagination of the sheltered being who inhabits the house in a 
double sense: real and virtual. The home represents the place of meeting for the whole elements necessary for living, 
among which fire and water. We could say that gods belong to the home and we also could say, as Heraclitus of 
Ephesus stated, that the kitchen has its gods, even if we carry them out of the memories or imagine them at a certain 
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moment. Bachelard says that the memory and the imagination must not be separated because both of them have the 
role of constituting a community of memory and imagination. The benefits of such a community are those of safety, 
the home having been a shelter for reverie and for the memories which come from the past. It gives the man the 
safety of existence and defends him of dissolving forces. 
5. Conclusion 
The image-concepts proposed by Bachelard in order to determine the poetic space can be understood by this 
turning from the material elements to the memories, dreams, reverie (Bachelard, 2005a: 63-102). A material space 
becomes a poetic space where the being holds in a terrestrial paradise of matter, where it is overwhelmed by the 
essential goods (Bachelard, 2005b: 39). And the essential goods are not only the material things but also the images 
we formed in our minds on the basis of experience or on the inner “cut” in the future of imaginary. It is always 
prepared to cross the registry of real to the registry of unreal, beyond what we believe to be the reality of the 
surrounding things. 
We have seen that the image-concepts of Lucain Blaga have a different process of forming and their 
phenomenology is much more dependent on the unconsciousness, which plays a role comparable to that of 
Bachelard’s imaginary. The difference seems to be of profoundness, but both of them can be approached from a 
phenomenological point of view. The images we form, as Gilbert Durant states, intermediates the consciousness and 
the unconsciousness. The images reveal at a certain time a world to which we do not have a direct access. Our way 
of thinking the real uses images and the same applies to the unreal, which functions as real as well. The image-
concepts represent the highest level of elaborating images. They mean much more than any representation because 
they function according to the laws of thinking even if they have an unknown unconscious behind. 
We could understand that the folk soul space perceived as an image-concept must be seen, first of all, as a 
metaphysical space. This space can play the same role as the home in Bachelard. likewise, folk soul space holds the 
being of the people, protects them against possible generalized entropy and always represents the mark which gives 
stability. Those who belong to the folk soul space carry it inside them like genetic information. The folk soul space 
is an “interior home” which exists per se no matter what we can imagine. It is not subject of the dialectical playing 
between reality and appearance, but it is intended to form a world, to give a sense to the human being who has been 
caught in this space. Blaga’s way of thinking is metaphysics, but his explorations are poetical. Metaphysics and 
poetry have always been related through secret wires, their way of communication having been of an intimate nature. 
Blaga and Bachelard, apparently so different, in reality very close though rigour, proceed to poetic exploration of 
space. 
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